Enrollment
Student Success
\textit{\textbf{Student Recruitment}}
\textit{\textbf{Accreditation (Prog. & Cont.)}}
\textit{\textbf{Learning & Teaching}}
\textit{\textbf{SEO/Assessment Update}}
\textit{\textbf{Advisory Board}}
\textit{\textbf{Fiscal Responsibility}}
\textit{\textbf{FIS}}
\textit{\textbf{FTDF (Req.,Hourly,Test)}}
\textit{\textbf{Enrollment Per Section}}
\textit{\textbf{Effective Use of Technology}}
\textit{\textbf{Curriculum Matrix}}
\textit{\textbf{Dept./Chair/Unit Goals}}
\textit{\textbf{Annual Planning Evaluation}}
\textit{\textbf{Challenges & Opportunities}}
\textit{\textbf{Supplemental File}}
\textit{\textbf{Feedback}}
\textit{\textbf{Select / Finalize}}

\textbf{Related Goal Area (New Strategic Goal)}
- Resource allocators, process assessment, and activities that provide professional development and collaboration.
- Improve quality of educational programs and services so as to increase student success in attaining their educational goals.
- Maintain fiscal stability through effective planning and evaluation, and encourage a greater focus on revenue enhancement.
- Support user-friendly and innovative technology to meet the needs of students, faculty, and staff.
- Increase community engagement and expand business, community, and civic partnerships.

\textbf{Objectives}
- Breaks; how will this initiative advance the college goal? (64 characters max)
- Replace a retiring faculty member to better serve students

\textbf{Individual(s) Responsible:}
- Pat Flood, Joyce Woodmenson

\textbf{Begin Date:}
- Sep 2015

\textbf{Anticipated End Date:}
- Jun 2016

\textbf{Expected Outcome and Measure:}
- What measure/data will be used to assess outcome and what outcome is expected?

- Hire a full-time faculty member to replace Pat Flood who is retiring June 30, 2019.

- This faculty member would be evaluated following the standard evaluation procedures.

\textbf{Status}
- Critical
- This person is necessary for continuation of the CAOT.

\textbf{Priority:}
- Critical

\textbf{Priority Explanation:}

- Status cannot be set to complete because a pending/funding resource exists.

- What was the outcome or what outcome was obtained?

\textbf{Additional Notes:}
- None

\textbf{Show/Hide Validation Team Notes:}
- None

\textbf{Name of person setting this objective:}
- Pat Flood

\textbf{Date Added:}
- 8/20/2014 10:42:19 PM

\textbf{Date Updated:}
- 8/30/2014 10:42:00 PM
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